The transition boundaries of various regimes characterizing the impact outcomes of a droplet upon a liquid layer of small thickness were investigated experimentally. With careful control of the film thickness, the onset of the regimes versus a Weber number, We, specifically when the film size is smaller than the droplet diameter, has been further clarified as compared to prior studies. Several turning, non-monotonic trends between We and the film thickness normalized by droplet diameter, H, were thus identified as H d 1. Furthermore, by adding different percentages of glycerine, the liquid viscosity was varied and thus the effect of another governing parameter, Ohnesorge or Capillary number, could be identified. We have also added surfactant to change the surface tension of the test fluid, which created more variations that would be related to the interaction between the crater and the bottom surface. The material effect of solid surface was also studied for clarification of such interactions. The results show that increasing viscosity would essentially delay the occurrence of these transitions whereas reduced surface tension may encourage the onset. 
I. Introduction
he collision dynamics of a droplet upon a surface that is either dry of wet plays a crucial role in various disciplines of nature and practical interests. For example, meteorological phenomena such as interaction of rain drops with the earth surface of ocean or soil, meteorite impaction, spray combustion in liquid-fueled combustors, fire fighting via liquid injection, insecticide spraying, ink-jet printing technologies, spray painting and coating, etc. A lot of efforts have been pursued to comprehend the underlying mechanism of a droplet impinging a solid surface [1] [2] [3] [4] or a pool that is covered by the same liquid of sufficiently large depth so as to neglect the surface effect. [5] [6] [7] It is in the near decade that more attention was paid to the collision between a droplet and a liquid layer with finite thickness, both experimentally 8, 9 and theoretically. 10 An overview of the problem can be referred to a recent review of Yarin. 11 The scenarios have been widely investigated in previous works, [12] [13] [14] [15] showing characteristic transitions from coalescence to bouncing, to coalescence again, to coalescence followed by a central jet, and to that further associated with pinched droplets; such sequence occurs when a governing dimensionless parameter of Weber number is increased, as defined by We = V 2 D/, where V is the impact velocity, D the diameter of the droplet, and  and  respectively the density and surface tension of the liquid. During the process via increasing We, multiple secondary droplets may scatter from the sheet or rim that is ejected upward, showing splashing of satellite droplets.
Although the typical trends have been identified for water liquid in our preceding paper, 15 the effects of fluid properties and backing material are still unknown. In this work, therefore, we intended to continue the experimental study for further understanding of the impact dynamics between a droplet and a wet surface. We have systematically investigated the regimes as We is increased from O(10) to that goes beyond the general range, i.e. O(1000). To achieve the test condition of such harsh impact, we have developed a droplet generating method that is different from conventional approaches adopting such as vibration of piezoelectric diaphragms 16, 17 or creation of multiple droplets due to Rayleigh instability either via wave modulation 5, 18 or naturally during free dripping, 7, 19 by which the droplet speed is generally on the order of 1 m/s. By means of the present cutting technique via a high-speed water jet, we can create moderately stable droplets associated with velocity nominally as high as 23 m/s, hence leading to a Weber number up to 5100.
II. Experimental Configuration
The experimental setup is basically the same as that described in Ref. 15 and schematically shown in Fig. 1 , in which a water jet with adjustable speed was generated by the thrust of a gas cylinder driven by a compressor, which was equipped with a movable piston linked to two liquid cylinders. Due to compression, the liquid within two smaller cylinders downstream was injected out. The jet, passing through filters and eventually squeezed out of a nozzle with given exit diameter of 0.45 mm, was continuously discharged into a chamber that was made of Plexiglas walls and used to isolate the influence of outside air. The high-speed jet was then cut by a knife edge on a rotating disk to form a separate mass. With proper adjustment of the rotation speed of the disk and upstream pressure, a stable droplet moving at a desired high speed can be established before hitting the target plate. We note that, the speed of the fastest droplet that became nearly spherical and stable was 23 m/s for water, which was limited by the necessary distance for relaxation of initially induced oscillation of the droplet while accounting for deceleration due to viscous drag, but not in an oscillating manner as in other studies 20, 21 which might yield uncertain effect of internal flow.
Considering the higher stability and easier control of droplet generation, the range of lower Weber number (We d 2000) was investigated with free falling of droplets that were dripped from a syringe or nozzle, with the velocity being adjusted by the height. To control the thickness of the film, a circular plate was immersed in a tank with fixed level of water (Fig. 1) . By adjusting the height of the plate via the procession of a manipulating micrometer at the bottom which is equipped with a cylindrical Vernier scale, the distance between the surfaces of the solid plate and the immersion liquid can be controlled to as fine as 200 m. The minimum thickness that can be attained is limited by the strong surface tension of water, which yields a large contact angle between the surfaces of liquid and solid specifically around the corner and thus prohibits the film from being uniformly spread on the solid surface when the layer is thin. This method was mostly utilized in our previous experiments. 15 For further improvement of accuracy, however, in this study we have adopted various methods to justify the measurement for the thickness of a thin film. Specifically, the layer depth was measured at the beginning without perturbation by inserting a needle into the layer and counting the number of pixels, whose size has been calibrated as 1 pixel = 5/130 mm, of the length under the liquid surface. Furthermore, onsite calibration using a meter with small scale on the order of 0.5 mm was used to measure the depth of a film that was immersed in an immense tank of 10 cm by 10 cm which thus reduced the curvature effect near the side wall caused by capillarity (with uncertainty of about 2 pixels and is much smaller than the droplet diameter). This was compared with the calculated increment of film surface height via a finely injected amount of liquid (0.5 ml). To avoid oscillation of droplets while maintaining sufficiently large We, which becomes worse with increased droplet size, the diameter of droplets using the cutting methodology was kept low around 1 mm, and hence the minimum dimensionless thickness of the film (H  h/D, the physical thickness normalized by the droplet diameter) was about 0.3. To investigate the effect of plate material, we have tested acryl and aluminum plates which have close roughness about 0.15 to 0.27 m. Furthermore, various liquid properties are obtained by addition of glycerine or surfactant in water, as shown in Table. 1.
The sequential pictures was recorded by a high-speed CMOS digital camera (X-StreamTM Vision, XS-4), which supported a maximum resolution of 512512 pixels with 5100 frames per second (fps). Depending on the test condition, the frame rate can be raised to 20,000 fps while the resolution is shrunk to 128512. The images at low We were captured with satisfactory quality mostly based on 10 s exposure time and continuous illuminating. For large We, however, the shutter of the camera was synchronized with a LED lamp that can support the shortest duration of 1 s, to capture images with sufficiently small exposure and adequate light intensity while avoiding slurring due to background scattering. Figure 2 shows the characteristic outcomes of a droplet impacting a wet surface. At moderate or low We, the droplet is typically absorbed by the film, whereas it may rebound at even lower We. As We is increased, a central jet, also known as the Worthington jet, 12, 22 appears after the absorption, as shown in Fig. 2a for water added with surfactant. Because of reduced surface tension, however, the jet diameter looks larger than that of water (not shown).
III. Results and Discussion
It nevertheless becomes more slender if 70% glycerol is added to the water solution, as shown in Fig. 2b . This could be realized as the effect of increased viscosity that prevents the liquid from disintegration. The neck can last longer without breaking until a larger We is reached, whereby a secondary droplet is pinched off (Fig. 2c) . Different from the normal pinching mechanism, a secondary droplet can be created if the crater touches the bottom surface of the solid plate (Fig. 2d ) whereby more upward momentum is obtained when the transverse pressure gradient is transformed to the vertical direction, known as a tuning phenomenon. 23, 24 The droplets ejected, however, look smaller, which can be more clearly identified when We becomes higher. As seen in Fig. 2e , multiple droplets are sequentially pinched off from the neck through the normal breaking mechanism. If it happens because of the interaction between the crater and the bottom surface, the jet ejected upward may be thinner and the daughter droplets created may appear smaller (Fig. 2f) . When We is further increased, a crown can be formed at later stage, as shown in Fig. 2g , which may come up with scattering of satellite droplets from the fingered rim. Due to bending by gravitational force, the upwardly ejected sheet may convene eventually at the dome of the cavity, thus leading to enclosure of the crown (Fig. 2h) . The growth of a central jet due to the merging may continue, followed by similar pinching phenomena, if We is further increased. 15 The bubble trapped inside is believed to cause various underwater perturbations that would affect the transport of fluid (e.g. feeding life oxygen) or acoustics (e.g. sonar detection). The splattered droplets and angle of the rim can be substantially changed by increased viscosity. Comparing Figs. 2i and 2j, it is seen that the splashing event looks much inhibited if the liquid viscosity is increased by adding glycerine, both in the wrinkled extent of the sheet and the mobility and number of the scattered droplets.
The quantitative variations of the characteristic transformations of various regimes can be illustrated in the following figures in terms of H and We. Figure 3 shows the transitional boundaries for water. They are essentially the same as that reported in Ref. 15 for H t 0.5, specifically for the turning of the curve separating appearance of secondary droplet and creation of multiple droplets via the pinching of the central jet that was caused by a tuning behavior; but for smaller H specific turnings have been identified for most curves. The discrepancies could be due to previously rougher and somehow inadvertent measurements of the film thickness particularly when H was smaller than about 0.5. Moreover, they would be caused by somewhat subjective judgment for the occurrence of transformation. In particular for splashing, whose somehow ambiguous nature was also mentioned in Ref. 25 , for which we have now consistently accounted for its onset only if at least five satellite droplets are scattered out in a uniform manner. To be more cautious, we have adopted several steps as mentioned to justify the measurement of film thickness and repeated several times to confirm the quantitative trends. They indeed show non-monotonic transformations from absorption to appearance of a central jet, to pinch off of secondary droplet, to formation of multiple droplets from the jet, and to closure of the ejected crown. These turnings generally happened around H  0.5 except that of "closure" regime which was created at H  1.0. Furthermore, the variation of "splashing" curve looks almost invariant to the film thickness, in contrast to that reported in Ref. 15 where a slight increase with lowered H is more pronounced as the quantity is between 1 and 2.
When viscosity was significantly changed by addition of glycerine, as shown in Fig. 4 , without changing much the surface tension, the characteristic transitions are typically delayed to large Weber number, specifically for the onset of splashing. This would be due to the increased drag that prevents the liquid from taking apart. The transformation into a closed crown, however, seems not to change much since the behavior of closure is dominated by the balance between the upward momentum and downward gravitational pull that may not be directly related to the disintegration via pinching. Furthermore, the creations of secondary and multiple droplets, which are generally smaller than the ordinary ones, have been found in some regions. They were due to direct touch of the crater upon the bottom surface as discussed, and marked as "small" in the diagram. It is noted that, while the onsets of secondary (small) droplet from a central jet and of multiple (small) droplets are created at lower We's, the formations via normal pinching should be delayed to a larger We. Since they were not easily distinguishable, we did not record their occurrences. But physically it seems not violate the above conclusion of delayed onset due to increased viscosity or Ohnesorge number.
We have varied the surface tension by adding very little surfactant while keeping viscosity almost constant, and summarized the results in Fig. 5 . It is seen that a specific regime is generated inside the regular occurrence of a central jet, i.e. ejection of multiple droplets from the central jet. This occurred due to the direct contact of the crater with the bottom surface, also marked by "small," and was possibly caused by the larger deformability when the surface tension was reduced substantially by added surfactant. The onset of splashing, however, is increased first with lowered  but then decreased. The other curves are basically delayed to larger We. In particular for the creation of a closed crown, it happens with increased Weber number. This reveals the significance of surface tension in the determination of such structure even when gravity is dominant. It is noted that, though the boundaries of characteristic transitions may not readily reflect the increasing easiness of occurrence, the impact velocities that lead to such variations were reduced with decreased surface tension.
The effects of surface material on the transitions have also been investigated, as shown in Fig. 6 for droplet impact with an aluminum plate. These boundaries exhibit essentially the same behaviors as that with an acryl plate, except that between formations of a central jet and secondary droplet. Specifically around the turning point below H equal to 1, the narrowed peninsula implies the dominance of solid surface on the pinching of secondary droplet via its interaction with the crater.
IV. Concluding Remarks
By a technique recently developed for generation of high-speed droplets, nominally up to 23 m/s, we have investigated the collision between a droplet and a wet surface, specifically when the liquid layer covering the backing solid surface was small, typically on the order of droplet size or smaller. The effects of fluid properties specifically the viscosity and surface tension have been investigated. It was found that in principal, increase of liquid viscosity inhibited disintegration of the liquid mass, which needed higher velocity, and thus the characteristic transformations. With addition of surfactant, however, lower surface tension made easier the onsets of the various regimes, which were yielded with lower impact velocity. The Weber number seems not the only parameter to describe such phenomena and others such as an Ohnesorge number would be needed to identify these variations. More work is on going and shall further clarify these uncertain issues, by the time when a full manuscript is ready, and provide explanations for the specific transitions of identified regimes. 
